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Abstract: Well logging is a study of acquiring information on physical properties of rocks that are exposed during
drilling of an oil well. The key purpose of well logging is to obtain Petrophysical properties of reservoirs such as
Porosity, hydrocarbon saturation etc., for hydrocarbon exploration. Petrophysical parameters such as effective
porosity (Φ), water saturation (Sw), formation water resistivity (Rw), hydrocarbon saturation (Shr) and true resistivity
(Rt) are evaluated by using the well log data. This paper presents the log analysis results from two wells located in
off shore Egypt in the western side of the Nile delta in water depth reach to 450m. The first well (North Idkue -4x)
was drilled on Viper and Anaconda channel in lower Pliocene prospect to assess the reservoir presence, quality and
commercial hydrocarbon potential of stacked, structurally and stratigraphically controlled Pliocene channel levee
complex with seismic attributes anomalies while the second well(Raven -2) drilled on two channel (lower and upper
channel) in lower Miocene.
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generally encountered in several wells. Regionally,
the sedimentary succession is characterized by a
sequence of Mesozoic and lower Eocene carbonates
overlain by a northward thickening middle-late
Eocene to Holocene mainly clastic deposits. The
oldest sedimentary rocks penetrated in the Nile Delta
are of Jurassic age. According to the generalized
stratigraphic column of the Nile Delta area, as shown
in (Figure 2), the sedimentary section of the Nile
Delta ranges in age from Jurassic to Recent, where
Jurassic section is resets unconformably on the
basement.
The structural pattern of the offshore Nile Delta
is the result of a complex interplay among three main
fault trends. The NW-SE Misfaq-Bardawil (Temsah)
fault trend, the NE-SW Qattara-Eratosthenes
(Rosetta) fault trend and the E-W fault trend (Figure
3). These trends parallel the circum-Mediterranean
plate boundaries, and seem to be old inherited
basement faults that reactivate periodically
throughout the development of the area. The Temsah
and Rosetta oblique-slip faults intersect in the
southern part of deep water block, creating a faulted,
regional high. West of this high, the platform area
forms an extension of the relatively unstructured Nile
Delta province to the south (Abd El Aal, 2000).
Meshref (1982); Deduced that the northern
Egypt including Nile Delta seems to be affected by
the following three main tectonic events:
a) The oldest (Paleozoic-Tertiary) that produced
N-W trending faults.

1. Introduction:
The general purpose of well log analysis is to
convert the raw log data into estimated quantities of
oil, gas and water in a formation (Asquith and
Krygowski, 2004) Around 58 Tcf of gas reserves
have been discovered until now in the Nile Delta
province (Nini, 2010), it is therefore considered the
most prolific province for gas production in Egypt.
So, many international companies working hard in
this province, a vast bibliography is available about
the Nile Delta Basin regarding lithostratigraphy,
depositional history, tectonic evolution, petroleum
system, hydrocarbon characterization, among the
many authors we can remember; Rizzini (1978), Said
(1981 and 1990), Abdel Aal (2000), Dolson (2000),
Tawadros (2001), Hemdan (2008) and Nini (2010).
The study area located in the North western offshore
part of the Mediterranean Sea, Egypt.it lies 50km
north of Alexandria, between Abu Qir and Rosetta
fields. The study area lies between latitude 31° 44
24.605 – 31° 42 53.03 N and longitude 29° 51
10.531 – 30° 50 31.2 E
2. Geologic setting:
The whole surface of the Nile Delta region is
almost covered by recent sediments (silt and clay), of
a thickness reaching about few tens of feet.
Therefore, the stratigraphy and structure of the area
are mainly concealed under these surface sediments
except some few outcropping areas. The oldest unites
that crop out in the Nile Delta region at Abu Roash
dome, west of Cairo, belongs to the cretaceous,
However, older stratigraphic units have been
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In the study area this is not as thick as in the salt
provinces to the north-west and in the Eastern Nile
Delta, where it forms a significant decollement
surface with associated fault block rotation and minor
salt diapirism, setting up much of the trapping
mechanisms.

b) The second event (Cretaceous) that produced
N-E (Syrian Arc) trending structures.
c) The third tectonics event (Late Eocene-Early
Oligocene) that produced E-W, NNW (Suez) and
NNE (Aqaba) trending structures.

Figure (1): Location map of the study area showing the used well and seismic lines.
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Figure (2): Generalized stratigrraphic columnn of the Nile Delta
D
(After EN
NI, 2000).

s
dom
main with its main
m fault trendds modified A
After (Abd El Aal,
A 2000).
Figuree (3): East Meediterranean structural
ure (4) show
wing the struuctural framew
work
Figu
shows a series of faullted basementt and pre-rift fault
blocks with
w a Cretaceeous hinge linne over whichh the
current delta
d
and Palleo- Nile deltta has prograaded,
resulting in a stackedd pay system of slope chaannel

deposits from
m Eocene to R
Recent. The piink Messiniann
horizon reprresents the ssalinity crisiss, a time off
extreme lowsstand when tthe delta was exposed andd
deposition waas dominated by anhydritess and halites.
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Figure (4):
(
Schematicc cross-sectio
on based on regional
r
seism
mic profiles accross the Nilee Delta and Mediterranean
M
n
showing major Petroleeum plays. Mo
ost current acttivity targets tthe higher seissmic data quallity Pliocene and
a Messinian
n
b deeper pottential exists throughout
t
thee basin. (Dolso
on, 2000).
section, but
odology:
3. Metho
In the
t present sttudy differentt wireline log
gging
suites (Gamma
(
ray
y, neutron, density, sonic,
resistivity
y, etc.) are used in the
t
analysis and
performin
ng the necessary calculaations. The most
importan
nt petrophysiccal parameteers necessary
y for
characterrizing the pootential reserv
voirs are ded
duced
like, poro
osity (total and
d effective), shale volume, fluid
saturation
n (water and hydrocarbon
n).and Utilizin
ng of
different techniques off Seismic attriibutes for traccking
nels boundariees by means of
o RMS ampliitude
the chann
and Relattive acoustic impedance.
i

AND Effectiive Porosity
y
4.2. Porositty (PHI) A
(PHIE_D) Calculations:
The forrmation porossity is very important forr
calculation th
he fluid saturattion
The efffective porosiity calculation
ns have been
n
calculated for the two Weells by using density, shalee
gs and thhe following
g equationss
volume log
(Schlumbergeer, 1972). Taable (5.2) sho
ows the used
d
parameters in
n calculating effective po
orosity for alll
intervals for the
t studied tw
wo wells
ΦT = [ρma
–
ρ
]
/
[ρ
(2)
m
B
ma – ρf]
(3)
ΦTsh = [ρma – ρsh] / [ρmma – ρf]
(4)
ΦE = ΦT – (ΦTsh * Vshh)

4. Resultts and Discusssion:
4.1. Shalle volume estiimation:
Gam
mma ray electtric log data iss routinely useed to
compute shale volumee. Equation 1 demonstratess the
hip to estim
mate shale volume
v
from the
relationsh
gamma ray log. A weighting faactor of 0.5 was
o the gamma ray
r computed
d shale volumee.
applied to

V
VSHgr
=

Table (1) sh
hows the used
d parameters in calculating
g
effective poro
osity fore uppper and lower zone in raven
n
-2well.
Zone
ρma (gm/cc)
ρf (gm/cc)
ρsh(gm/cc)
Upper
2.65
0.9
2.4
zone
lower
2.65
0.9
2.4
zone

G
GR − GRmin

GRm
max − GRmin
(1)
Wh
here VSHgr--Shale volum
me gamma
derived, GR- Gamm
ma Ray Log value (API)
Gamma Ray value
v
of zero shale
s
interval
GRmin-G
For Raven -2 well,
w
GRmin
n = 10 API
w
the Norrth Idkue -4
GRmax = 63 API while
38 API and G
GRmax =68 AP
PI
GRmin=3

ray
and

Table (2) sh
hows the used
d parameters in calculating
g
effective porrosity fore uupper and low
wer reservoirr
(Viper-Anaco
onda) N.Idkuee -4x well
Zone
ρma (gm/ccc) ρf (gm/cc)
ρsh(gm/cc)
2.63
0.9
2.11
Viper
2.63
0.9
2.16
Anaconda

and
well
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n (Sw) Calcula
ations:
4.3. Watter Saturation
Thee determinatio
on of the water
w
saturatio
on is
very imp
portant to com
mplete the dedu
uced petrophy
ysical
parameteers of reservoir rocks
Watter saturation has been calcculated for Raaven2 well an
nd N.Idkue -4
4x well by usiing resistivity
y log,
total porrosity log, shale volume log and Arrchie
equation.. Table (5.3) shows the used parameters in
calculatin
ng Sw for Raven-2
R
well and N.Idkuee -4x
well.
(
(5)
Swn = Rw / Φm Rt
Wh
here Sw is watter saturation,, Φ -Porosity Rt –
True Forrmation Resisstivity Rw – Formation Water
W
resistivity
y, n – Saturattion exponentt, which describes
the geom
metry of the current flow path through
h the
water body in the pressence of hydrrocarbon and m is
cementattion exponent

The folllowing is the uusing of neutrron vs. density
y
and neutron vs. sonic cross-plots in all wells in thee
study area.
n upper Zonee:
4.5.1. Qantarra Formation
Figure (5.1)
(
represennts the neutro
on-density and
d
the
neutro
on-sonic
ccross-plots
(lithologicall
identification
n cross plot)) of upper reservoir in
n
Qantara Form
mation in Ravven -2 well. As
A is shown in
n
this figure, it is mainnly characterrized by thee
hale but thee
predominancee of sandsttone and sh
percentage of
o sand higheer than the proportion
p
off
shale.

Table (33): The used pparameters in calculating water
w
saturatio
on for upper an
nd lower zonee in Raven -2w
well.
zone
a
m
1
2
one
Upper zo
1
1.97
Lower zo
one
Table (44): The used parameters
p
in
n calculating water
w
saturation
n fore upperr and lower reservoir (V
ViperAnacond
da) N.Idkue -44x well.
zone
a
m
1
1.98
Viper
1
1.96
da
Anacond
4.4. Deteermination oof Net Pay an
nd Net Reserrvoir
Thicknesss:
Nett Pay and Neet Reservoir Thicknesses have
been dettermined by using summ
maries module of
interactiv
ve petrophysics software, Vsh log, PHIIT_D
log, and Sw log.

n cross-plot off
Figure (5.1):: lithological identification
upper zone member
m
in Qanntara Formatiion, shows thee
predominancee of sand stonne and shale.
4.5.2. Qantarra Formation
n lower Zone:
Figure (5.2)
(
represennts the neutro
on-density and
d
the
neutro
on-sonic
ccross-plots
(lithologicall
identification
n cross plot) of
o upper and lower
l
zone in
n
Qantara Form
mation in Ravven -2 well. As
A is shown in
n
this figure, it is mainnly characterrized by thee
predominancee of sandstonee and shale.
4.5.3. Kafr El Sheikh Formation –upper
–
Zonee
(Viper):
(
represennts the neutro
on-density and
d
Figure (5.3)
the
neutro
on-sonic
ccross-plots
(lithologicall
identification
n cross plot) of upper zon
ne (Viper) in
n
Kafr El sheik
kh Formation iin one well. As
A is shown in
n
this figure, it is mainnly characterrized by thee
one but thee
predominancee of shale and sandsto
percentage of
o shale higher than the proportion
p
off
sand.

g net
Table (55): shows the uused parameteers calculating
pay and net
n reservoir tthicknesses.
Well name
n
Petrophhysical parameteer
ShaleV
Volume_min (%
%)
ShaleV
Volume_max (%
%)
Porosiity_min (%)
Porosiity_max (%)
Sw_miin (%)
Sw_max (%)

Raven -2

North Idkue -44x

7
47
10
35
15
40

13
80
25
30
13
80

hological Iden
ntification cro
oss-plot:
4.5. Lith
Iden
ntification off lithology iss of a particcular
importan
nce in formatioon evaluation process. Logss can
be used as indicators of lithology.. The most useful
n
sonicc and
logs for this purpose are density, neutron,
gamma-rray logs.
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Figure (5.4): Lithological identification cross-plot off
on.showing thee
Anaconda in Kafr El Sheeikh Formatio
predominance of shale and saand stone.

Figure (55.2): lithologicaal identification
n cross-plot of lower
l
zone in Qantara
Q
Formaation, shows thhe predominancce of
sand stonee and shale.

–
Zonee
4.5.4. Kafr El Sheikh Formation –lower
(Anaconda):
Figure (5.4)
(
represennts the neutro
on-density and
d
the
neutro
on-sonic
ccross-plots
(lithologicall
identification
n cross ploot) of low
wer reservoirr
(Anaconda) in Kafr ELSheeikh Formatio
on in one well.
d
As is shown in this figuree, it is mainly characterized
by the predom
minance of shhale and sand
dstone but thee
percentage of
o shale higher than the proportion
p
off
sand.
Cross-plot of Raven – 2
4.6.1. Litho--Saturation C
well:
n
Figure (6.1) repressents the Liitho-saturation
cross-plot off upper andd lower zonee in Qantaraa
Formation in
n Raven -2 w
well. As is shown
s
in thiss
figure the up
pper zone annd lower zon
ne in Qantaraa
Formation iss encounteredd at the depth
h of 4453 to
o
4510 m in thee upper zone but from 4515
5 to 3807m in
n
the lower zon
ne. The gross interval is 57
7 and 292.4 in
n
upper zone an
nd lower zonee respectively
y. As is shown
n
in this figurre, it is maiinly characteerized by thee
predominancee of sandstonne and shalee. Sand stonee
tends to decrrease in the llower zone of lower zone,
where the efffective porositty increases and
a reaches up
p
to 25% in upper
u
zone annd 20% in lo
ower zone thee
water saturattion increase in upper zon
ne reaches to
o
20%. In this formation
f
as iis shown in fig
gure 69, whilee
the water satu
uration increase in the loweer part reachess

V
Figure (5.3): Lithologicaal identificationn cross-plot of Viper
mation.showing the
channel in Kafr El sheikh Form
predominaance of shale annd sand stone.
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he shale conteent ranges betw
ween 7 % to 45
4 %
to 35%.th
but the mean
m
value iss 25 in upperr zone of whiile in
lower zo
one of lower zone
z
ranges from
f
12% to 47%

and the mean
n value is 22 %. The net pay is 24.08 m
in upper zonee of and 16m iin lower zone..

ure (6.1): Lith
ho-Saturation Cross-plot off upper and low
wer zone in Qantara
Q
Formattion in Raven – 2 well.
Figu
Figure (6..3) represents the Litho-satturation cross-pllot of uppeer and loweer reservoir (Viper and
d
A
Anaconda)
in Kafr
K ELSheikh
h Formation in
i North idkuee

dkue –
4.6.2. Littho-Saturatioon Cross-plott of North Id
4 well:
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saaturation increease in lowerr reservoir zo
one reaches to
o
55
5%. In this formation
f
as is shown in figure (5.12),
w
while
the wateer saturation decrease in th
he upper partt
reeaches to 35 %.the
%
shale coontent ranges between 13%
%
to
o 36.1% but the
t mean valuue is 25%in upper
u
zone off
V
Viper
while in
n lower reserrvoir of anacconda ranging
g
frrom 25% to 80%.The neet pay is 16 m in upperr
reeservoir of (Viper)
(
and 9 m in low
wer reservoirr
(A
Anaconda).

n in this figurre the two tarrget in
– 4 well.. As is shown
Kafr EL Sheikh Form
mation is encou
untered at thee depth
of 1479 to
t 1646 m 19
916 to 2214.5 m respectiveely and
the grosss interval iss 60 m and 79 in Vipeer and
Anacond
da respectivelyy. As is shown
n in this figurre, it is
mainly ch
haracterized by
b the predom
minance of san
ndstone
and shalee. Sandstone tends to decrrease and thee shale
increase in the lowerr zone of an
naconda, wheere the
3
in
effective porosity incrreases and reaaches up to 30%
upper resservoir and 25% in lower reservoir thee water

Figure ((6.1): Litho-Saturation Cro
oss-plot of up
pper and loweer reservoir zo
one (Viper-A
Anaconda) in Kafr
K
El sheik
k
Formatio
on in North Idk
kue – 4 well.
as hydrocarbon indicators,, although theey can also bee
w
lithologgy changes (Rijks and
d
associated with
Jauffred, 199
91 and Chenn and Sidney
y, 1997). Thee
theoretical background for seismiic amplitudee
n was alreaady establisshed at thee
interpretation
beginning of last century.
Accordiing to Zoepprritz’s equation the seismicc
amplitude dependence
d
oon seismic velocity and
d
density in th
he two layerr medium were analyzed.
Based on theese works, thee equations weere developed
d

mic attributees:
4.7. Seism
Thee study and
d interpretattion of seiismic
attributess give some qualitative in
nformation off the
geometry
y and the physical paarameters of the
subsurfacce. In this stuudy we used seismic attrib
butes
applicatio
on (RMS am
mplitude, and Relative Aco
oustic
Impedancce) to delineatte the channell.
4.7.2 RM
MS amplitudee:
Am
mplitude variees with litho
ology. Anomaalous
seismic amplitude
a
(e.g
g. bright spots)) is primarily used
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ng amplitude cchanges as fun
nctions of P and
a S
describin
wave velocities, denssity and anglee of incidencce of
seismic arrival
a
on the reflector
r
(Zoeeppritz,1919).
Wh
hen we apply RMS amplitu
ude on upperr and
lower ch
hannel at topp of 4280mseec and 4600m
msec
figure (4
4.16) we show
ws that these channels app
pears
high am
mplitude. The amplitude values
v
at the two

channels rang
ge from 3500 to 9000 and tthe color from
m
gray to red. Also
A
the RMS
S amplitude values
v
at timee
1700 ms and
a
2250ms (Viper an
nd Anacondaa
channels)is very
v
high rang
ging from 300
0 to 7000 (red
d
to gray collor) correlateed to low amplitude in
n
surrounding channel,, thiss value gives indication on
n
ded..
sand channel and the hydroocarbon found

6.2): Showingg the amplitud
de map, the tw
wo channels taake trend of hiigher amplitudde relatively to
t surrounding
g
Figure (6
events.

F
Figure
(6.3): showing Roott mean squaree amplitude ap
pplied on (Vip
per and Anacoonda) sand chaannel.
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magnitudes and the stacck section iss usually thee
z
offset refflectivity; hen
nce it is called
d
estimate of zero
relative acousstic impedance.

4.7.3. Reelative Acousttic impedancce:
Thee Relative Accoustic Imped
dance (RAI) is a
simplified inversion (C
Cobbold and Richard,
R
2007)).
hich
Wh

(6
6)

(8)
The acoustic impeddance values at the two
o
mpared with
channels in fiigure (6.4) aree very low com
RMS amplitude
a
at the same lo
ocations. Thee
acoustic impedance values at upper an
nd lower sand
d
nge from -50000 to 9000((green to red
d
channels ran
color).

(7))
Theerefore, by in
ntegrating the zero phase trace,
t
we will get
g the band--limited estim
mate of the naatural
log of the
t
acoustic impedance. Since it is band
b
limited, the impedannce will no
ot have abso
olute

Figure (6.4): Showing thhe acoustic imp
pedance, the two
o channels take trend of low vaalues relativelyy to surrounding
g events.

Figure (66.5): Relative acoustic
a
impedaance at 1700mss and 2250ms is
i low values reach to -4500 rrelative to surrrounding eventss
reach to 7000 and the chaannel take E-W
W trend.
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But the host rock is a high values ›4500 (violet
color).where the Relative acoustic impedance at time
1700msec and 2250ms figure (6.5) (viper channel
and Anaconda) is low value <-7500. The acoustic
impedance variation within the channel complex may
be correlated to sand/shale ratios. Higher values of
Relative acoustic impedance (RAI) seem to be related
to shale intervals inside the body of the channel
(green color)

3.

4.
5.

Conclusion:
The present study aimed to analyses the well log
data of the gas-bearing sand anomalies of the
Pliocene and lower Miocene sediments of Kafr El
Sheikh and Qantara Formation in the off-shore Nile
Delta area (North Maryut concession). Complete
petrophysical analysis is performed over two wells
(Raven -2 and North Idkue -4x) scattered in the study
area. Such analysis reveals the presence of four gasbearing sand anomalies (Viper and Anaconda zone in
Kafr El Sheikh Formation and the upper and lower
zone in Qantara formation).The log characteristic of
the hydrocarbon of the four gas-bearing sand
anomalies are showing that the high resistivity, high
porosity and low gamma ray. According to seismic
amplitude and acoustic impedance that applied on the
four anomalies in Qantara and Kafr ELSheikh us
showing that the four anomalies appear a high
amplitude and low acoustic impedance, this indicator
on sand bearing gas.
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